
SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1959

Saturday 27 April, 2024

Hares: Up The Back, Five Hundred Baht

& Mystery Hare No Hope

phuket-hhh.com

Steward Repressed One deriding & debriding paedos, sexual deviants and the Irish.

Our great hearing team Up The Back and Five Hundred Baht gave us an excellent run 
that could only be called Good Run at the end of the day.  They assembled a run loop 
new to a lot of the pack giving some great territorial views in the distance from several 
ridge trails and some nice ravine crossings through grass, across rocks and water, at least
one bridge and some thick black muck where a local had built several bamboo weirs in 
the soft swampy drainage for his livestock.  Nice and with a nice aroma, well done 
hares.  Switchbacking up and down some of the drainages the trail threaded through 
massive clumps of bamboo forests that are always interesting to pass through.

The laager was stretched out along the length of a gravel
lane making it a challenge to impossible to hear the GM
which brought on many small side conversations.  But,
not a bother, GM Invisible Man soldiered on.

Accident was called in to stand in for Lucky Lek for
'announmants' but as usual didn't understand what he
was supposed to say.  GM worked through Returning
and Departing Hashers, Visiting Hashers and no virgins. 
Run offenses were few but we did have a case of NEW
SHOES when ratted out by her friends.   Dirty Dozen
drank from one in joyous celebration—not!  She's True
Blue, and a good sport. 

http://phuket-hhh.com/


 A carry over run offense from last week got Bunneken Pis put on the ice.  The charge 
was for “butt-wagging” in front of the camera last week blocking a 'special' picture 
being taken—for the GM.  The guys that had been looking forward to that 'special' 
picture were all saying she should stay on the ice for disappointing them!!

Congratulations to Andy Capp for getting her 25 RUNS shirt and an even bigger well 
done to Su Su Nonna for reaching that fantastic black shirt showing 200 RUNS.  These 
shirts don't come easy. Well done!  The more of these you earn the faster they come. 

Repressed One was steward and it seemed as if the air
chilled just a bit.  There are several reasons there may not
be laughter in a circle and this wasn't the good one.  So
on he went.  And cooler it got.  Sometimes it works and
sometimes it doesn't.  This was the latter.  But RO's Irish!

Somebody Else's Dick brought in a new member earning
the name: Any Crack Will Do. The why doesn't go here!

With a disappearing circle and light it came time to wind
it all down.  Ice Arse stepped in as run master and hung it
on Fungus, as an American, who was standing in for Not
Long Enough, the actual holder, but gone already.

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus (more pics)

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.875129544658958&type=3

